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About This Game

World Boxing Manager is a game in which you develop and manage the careers of young, hungry boxers desperate for glory.
You scout and recruit fighters from a pool of amateurs who come to train at your gym - it's up to you to decide who to mold into
championship material. Build their careers up in regional events until they are ready to make the leap onto the world stage and

fight for world titles.

Can you develop a world champion fighter capable of unifying all of the titles in his weight class? Try this game and find out!

Fighter Training

Train specific stats, or train a whole set of stats according to a desired fighting style.

When a fighter has an upcoming match, he can begin a training camp.

Gains made during training camps occur at a much quicker pace than during regular training, but are temporary and only
apply to the next match. Thus, the player is able to tailor training camps to whomever his fighter is fighting against next.

This also means that part of the player's responsibility as a manager is to find a balance between the longer-term,
permanent development of his boxers and the short-term rewards of training for and winning matches.

Hire trainers for bonus training camp gains. However, if your trainers end up training too many fighters at once, their
effectiveness will suffer as they are forced to spread their time out between multiple fighters. It's up to you to determine
the best way to prioritize the trainer's time.
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Make sure that you schedule enough time before each match for your fighter to make weight. Different fighters cut
weight at different rates, so if your fighter takes a long time to burn it off, you'll have to account for it.

Sparring

Pit any two of your fighters, professional and amateur alike, against one another in training matches in order to see how
they perform in actual matches.

If one of your students manages to knock out one of your pros, it might be worth it to train him instead!

Fighters are able to learn Traits, which are permanent boosts which increase their effectiveness as fighters. The only way
to learn new Traits is to spar.

Match Making

Set up matches against fighters all over the world.

You obtain more money for winning, but gain more experience from losing. It's up to you as the manager to either
cherry-pick easy opponents for money or try your luck against better opponents in order to move more quickly up the
rankings.

Hire cable and PPV networks to air your fights for extra money and exposure. However, this can backfire if your fighter
loses!

Fight Night

Call out instructions during the match and between rounds in order to make adjustments as you see fit.

If your opponent has a weak jab, stay on the outside and pick him apart; if he has a weak chin, get in his face and smash
it in!

After the match, you can view statistics in order to determine where your fighter needs to improve.
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I don't really like writing reviews, but since this game has so few I'll throw mine in. I think it's actually quite good and a lot of
fun, but only for a specific audience. If you aren't a big fan of boxing, this game is going to be boring and confusing and I do not
recommend it. If you're like me, and love boxing, then the game has a lot of very nice details that you'll enjoy and you'd
probably get around the same enjoyment I did. It's not my new favorite game, but it's a fun way to waste some time here and
there and is really cheap. It's also probably the best boxing game on Steam, but that isn't saying much.. For the hardcore boxing
fan this is a great game. If you're not into boxing it will be a struggle to get into.. I'm a huge boxing fan and a fan of sports sims
so this checked both the boxes. Fun game for the price.. A really fun game which is value for money and reminiscent of the old
text based games that I used to love so much. A few minor issues during gameplay in respect of the smoothness of the game
itself which I am sure the developer will resolve and improve over time. Had lots of fun getting to grips with it and would
recommend it to those that love text based play.. This game is tragic.

- You can't set up automatic sparings and every 3 days you must do it manually
- It's compleatly boring, I can't find any excitment in this game. You just repeat the same thing's over and over. And there is not
too much to do in this game
- Boxer didin't make his weight two times, gym bancrupted. After two hours of game. You have no any impact on this.
- Game only in window
- No any music or sound effect's
- Graphics is terrible even for manager

Only positive thing in this game is really good fighting sytem, your desicions during the fight matter.

This game had big potential but boredom and losing before first fight killed it.

At this moment this game is worth 0.

Overall: 0,5/10. bad grafik, bad gameplay. most things dosnt make sense... training is just stupid, like when you train for a
match, well you cant be sure if boxer makes weight, and you cant do S... to make boxer make the cut. and game very quickly
becomes boring. no real sound, the game might have been fun .... in the 80´s ,.... you dont have much influence on things and no
talent meter or anything like that...
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a bug waste of time and money. Although the UI is a little basic, I am really enjoying this management sim. I love boxing and I
love sports management sims so this is of great interest to me. There is a real skill to building your fighters up and that does
make for a steep learning curve but stick at it, there is much to like about this game.. Exceedingly amateurish.

Poor UI, visually painful to look at, and there's a real game play problem when information you need runs out of the text box
and ... you just don't get the information.

Not worth a pence.. No tutorial
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Some instructions would be good. I didn't have a clue what to do!. Pretty not good, sadly. Too slow, hard to understand, it's not
laid out very well, etc. etc. If you end up liking it though, good for you.. Pretty fun game, shame tough that there's no real
fighters and boxing promotions and wish that there would be a mod community like it's for World of mixed martial arts that
includes real world fighters and promotions.. Absolute crap don't waste your money on this!!!. A great boxing management
game. Can get repitive after 300+ matches, but the challenge is there if you dont pay attention to who you are fighting. Great
game for the price.. This is Amazing Stuff Here, I Love It

Look at the Hours people put into this game, worth more then the asking price

The New UI helps & makes for much smoother gameplay. Should honestly be $1 or free, as it is not fun at all.
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